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CHAPTERR THREE 

THEE COLONIA L ORDER (PART TWO) 

Whilee the larger viceroyalties of Mexico and Peru exhibited a much more differentiated economic 

structuree where mining figured prominently, minerals were not to be found in any appreciable 

amountss in any of the Venezuelan provinces. This meant that with a few exceptions of no enduring 

consequencee from early on these provinces specialized in agricultural production. Although the 

beginningss were not specially auspicious, the economic growth which the Venezuelan provinces, 

and,, especially, Caracas experienced all throughout the XVinth century was of such a sustained 

intensityy that already by the second half of that century these provinces were considered "Spain's 

mostt successful agricultural colony" (Deas, 1985:511). 

Regardedd as the "finest in the world" (ibid:511), since the beginning of the seventeenth 

centuryy cacao was the main and almost exclusive commercial crop from Venezuela, and, until 

1728,, when the Spanish Compania Guipuzcoana took over, its export was monopolistically 

controlledd by the Dutch (Izard, 1992:3-4). This crop retained its preeminence until the closing 

decadess of the colonial period when, due to a combination of factors, considerable agricultural 

diversificationn took place (ibid:3-4). Thus the loss of the exclusive rights to commercialize cacao in 

Neww Spain, leading to a steady decline in exports to that region, or the Spanish wars mostly with 

Englandd which "left a rapidly perishable product without a market" (ibid), in addition to cacao's 

inherentt characteristics as a crop which put a ceiling on its expansion, all called both for the 

diversificationn of agricultural production and itss reorientation towards new markets. It is in such 

circumstancess that the legal authorization to export to the Antilles as well as to import slaves from 

thatt region had a "multiplying effect" on production, leading to the introduction of new crops such 

ass indigo, cotton and coffee which, in turn, made possible the "valorization of the wild cattle" from 
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thee Venezuelan plains. Whil e the cattle from this area now acquired commercial value as a source 

off  hides or  of hung beef for  the feeding of slaves, mules from the Plains were sold in relatively large 

quantitiess to be used in the moving of water  or  sugar-mills "ther e were hydraulic power  could not 

doo it"  (ibid:4-5). 

Earlierr  I mentioned that, originally , agricultural lands were granted by the cabildos' or 

municipall  councils installed in the public squares of newly founded towns to the first  Conquistadors 

andd their  descendants as a reward for  their  militar y and/or  financial efforts; these "mercedes"  and 

"repartimientos, ""  as these grants of land were called, were complemented by the "encomienda"  or 

assignmentt  of a contingent of Indians to a Spanish encomendero. Whil e residing in their  own 

'republics''  and subject to their  own native authorities, under  this arrangement encomienda indians 

weree expected to deliver  tribut e in products or  in labor  to their  encomendero. In return, whatever 

actuallyy happened, at least legally the encomendero was enjoined to guarantee the native's ongoing 

materiall  and spiritual wellbeing (Malavé Mata, 1974:37). Even if for  all practical purposes one may 

regardd the regime of the encomienda as equivalent to bondage, juridically , however, the system was 

aa form of freelabor  something which in itself was not without consequences. For  one thing, the 

legall  restrictions thwarted the aspirations of the encomendero class to become a landed aristocracy; 

forr  another, precluded from perpetuating itself beyond the one or  two generations exceptionally 

grantedd by law the encomienda eventually would disappear  to be replaced by the hacienda all 

throughoutt  the Americas, Venezuela included. 

Ass mentioned before, in Venezuela the encomienda proved more resilient than elsewhere. 

Yett  by the second half of the seventeenth century, and, especially, from the beginnings of the 

eighteenthh there too the agricultura l hacienda -and, later  into that century, also the hato, its 

counterpartt  in the field of cattle production- took roots as the hegemonic form of territoria l property 

remainingg as such "wel l into the twentieth century"  (Carvallo, 1994:16). Originall y formed in the 

coastall  areas in connection with the production of cacao for  the international market, the hacienda 

eventuallyy became the generalized arrangement under  which all export crops were produced. With 

somee crucial exceptions to be mentioned shortly, the general features which Gaston Carvallo 

singless out as characteristic of the Venezuelan nineteenth century hacienda, i.e., the century 

followingg Independence, also describe the realities of the colonial hacienda. Consistent with the 
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literature ,, this author  characterizes the hacienda as a form of territoria l property combining, on the 

onee hand, a plantation economy devoted to the extensive cultivation of a single crop -coffee or 

cacao,, for  example- and controlled by its owner  with, on the other, 

aa mixed, intensive and itinerant conuquero agricultur e always placed within the scope of the 

haciendaa and controled and carried out by the peon with the acceptancee and consent of the 

haciendaa owner. The plantation crops operated in view of the market, and the conuquero 

productionn allowed for  the reproduction of the labor  force and its fixation to the land, some-

thingg which was of great importance due to the permanent scarcity of labor  (ibid: 16). 

Ass well as for  others, for  Carvallo also this nineteenth century hacienda was a highly concentrated 

formm of territoria l property where vast amounts of land were monopolized by a single owner/family. 

Whateverr  trut h there is to the image of this century ass an age of larifundi a or  huge territoria l 

properties-andd I wil l argue that such an image needs to be qualified-contrary to the accepted view it 

iss not true of the colonial hacienda. Another  difference between it and its republican succcessor  is 

thatt  while in the republican hacienda labor  was at least nominally free (even if not very succesful 

attemptss were constantly made to restrict the worker' s mobilit y by means of debt-peonage and other 

extra-economicc initiatives) this was generally not the case in the colonial hacienda. 

Indeed,, already since the beginnings of the seventeenth century at least in the most 

productivee haciendas slaves from Afric a "had begun to substitute the indigenous population in 

agricultura ll  production"  (Troconis de Veracoechea, 1992a:72). It was not, however, until the 

abolitionn of the 'servicios personales' or  personal services from the Indians by the King in 1687 and 

thee concomittant extintion of the encomienda that "th e utilization of black slaves as labor  force in 

agricultur ee achieves momentum"  (ibid). Whil e the indigenous population was not very large to start 

withh (ibid:54-55), especially if compared to that of Mexico or  Peru, the substitution of the 

encomiendaa by slavery as the predominant system of agricultural labor  was itself made necessary by 

thee dramatic reduction of this population in the first  century and a half after  the Conquest due to 

epidemicss and other  more self-evidently social causes (ibid:54-55). One might then say that when at 

thee close of the seventeenth century the King decided to abolish the Indian' s personal services in 

Venezuelaa there were, in any case, not all that many Indians around to provide them. Following this 
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decision,, and in tandem with the growing importance of cacao as the main export crop, it was 

throughoutt the eighteenth century that the largest influx of African slaves arrived in the Venezuelan 

provincess to work in the export sector of the economy, over time making an important contribution 

too their population (Arcila Farias, 1992:406). 

Itt seems well established in the literature that in the eighteenth century, especially the 

secondd half, the Venezuelan provinces experienced an impressive overall prosperity due to the 

increasingg intensification and diversification of hacienda production for the international market. 

What,, on the other hand, is less certain is the image which this same literature has constructed of 

thee colonial hacienda and, more generally, of the social and economic relations in the countryside at 

thee time. Not only in Venezuela but all throughout Latin America the hacienda is one of those 

privilegedd sites or topos which has been made to bear the burden of entire canonical forms of 

historiographicall  understanding. The version of Latin America, and, especially here, of Venezuelan 

historyy typical of certain dominant versions of both marxist and liberal historiography as an 

incompletee modernity shackled by the legacy of an archaic colonial inheritance finds in the colonial 

haciendaa one of its main anchoring points. The following considerations are intended as a means of 

castingg some doubts on the validity of this canonical narrative. 

AnAn irresistible process of land-concentration? 

Inn particular, historians often seize on the colonial hacienda to account for the extreme 

patternss of agrarian inequality found in many contemporary Latin American nations with their 

extremee concentrations of property and its sequels of exploitation, peasant poverty and intense 

rural-urbann migration (Acosta, 1989:379; Brito Figueroa, 1966:218-220; 1973:43-44,96-97; 

Cartay,, 1988:164-166; Carvallo, 1994:11, 16, 20-21; Salcedo Bastardo, 1992:72-73). More 

ambitiously,, this colonial inheritance is often interpreted in the context of a larger centralizing 

impetuss which, originating in the colony, would itself account for the alarming concentrations of 

politicall  power and economic resources nowadays discernible in many countries of the region 

(Carreraa Damas, 1997; Veliz, 1980). If nowadays more enlightened socio-economic and political 

formss coexist precariously with despotic forms of personalistic rule, ever ready to show their ugly 

heads,, as well as with equally archaic and despotic property relations this is, so we are told, largely 
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duee to a colonial inheritance where the monopolistic concentration of agrarian property was itself 

onee of the main underpinnings and expressions of highly centralized and centralizing forms of 

politicall  power. In this interpretation beneath all the apparent dissimilarities there is a deep-seated, 

undergroundd continuity running subterraneously all the way from the colony to the present which 

renderss all ideological projects, power  configurations, political decisions or  seeming discontinuities 

intoo surface manifestations or  distortions of a more basic underlying reality. 

II  have already cast doubts on the view of the Spanish empire as an absolutist construct, thus 

beginningg to unsettle the facile appeal to past political forms in order  to account for  the troublin g or 

unsavoryy aspects of the political present. It is now time to turn to the colonial hacienda so as to try 

too loosen, here also, the seeming continuity between later  forms of agrarian property and their 

putativee colonial antecedents. Here, however, the task is considerably less straightforward . With 

onee single exception all the secondary sources which I have consulted on the topic overwhelmingly 

assignn an unbroken pattern of continuity to the agrarian history of Venezuela. Whil e in certain 

historicall  moments this pattern would exhibit a discernible intensification, nevertheless, according 

too these sources, the overall tendency towards the concentration and centralization of agricultura l 

landss in ever  fewer  hands would have remained constant since the first  'mercedes' and 

Tepartimientos''  with which the Spaniards rewarded themselves on the eve of the colony. 

Thus,, for  example, while ascribing "slow beginnings"  to the process Vladimi r  Acosta 

neverthelesss states that by the end of the seventeenth and all throughout the eighteenth century the 

concentrationn of agricultura l lands had become "impressively accentuated"  (Acosta, 1989:324). 

Accordingg to him, the stimulus from the export sector  of the economy was such that it led to a 

quickk expansion of the slave haciendas as well as to the need to appropriate new lands and for  an 

increasingg control of the labor  force, endemically scarce throughout the period. In general, the 

authorr  conjures an image of land and labor-hungry hacendados bent on limitlessly expanding their 

propertiess for  example by encroaching on the communal lands assigned by law to both Indian and 

settlerr  communities. He also views this as a time when hacienda-owners from the Venezuelan 

northernn provinces, especially Caracas, incursioned into the vast expanses of Los Llanos opening 

justt  south of these provinces. Whil e in so doing their  aim would have been to enclose the area's 

abundantt  free lands through the creation of a series of cattle ranches or  Tiatos', these Tiacendados' 
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weree also moved to venture into the Llanos by the desire to capture its seminomadic populations 

andd put them to work in the haciendas of the coastal and central areas of the Venezuelan territorie s 

(ibid:322-327).. Whatever  its merits, and there is indeed trut h to this account, nevertheless on the 

basiss of a quite selective and non discriminating use of the record the author  composes an overall 

pictur ee of land concentration which, according to some revealing indications, does littl e justice to 

whatt  probably went on in the agrarian hinterlands of most provinces. 

Cruciall  to the interpretation of the agrarian history of Venezuela as an ongoing process of 

landd concentration originated in the colony is the size of the colonial hacienda, which most sources 

assumee to have been vast. Also an understanding of socio-economic relations in the countryside as 

overwhelminglyy dominated by the shadow cast by the opressive labor  relations characteristic of 

bothh the hacienda and the hato, with only residual and largely economically irrelevant pockets of 

smalll  peasant production lodged in the interstices of the haciendas or, if not, confined to relatively 

remotee areas. Given the consensus I am, once again, forced to rely on the seminal work of Mckinley 

whichh in this as in so many other  respects quietly unsettles the received image of the Venezuelan 

coloniall  past. What makes McKinley' s comments on the situation on the Venezuelan countryside 

speciallyy relevant is the way in which he replaces generalizing overviews with the painstaking 

archivall  documentation of the actual dimensions of the agrarian holdings where the main export 

cropss were produced, as well as of the diversity of productive arrangements and the flow of 

economicc transactions in the countryside. 

Itt  is true that Mckinley mostly draws his evidence from the province of Caracas or  of 

Venezuela,, as the former  was also called. Yet in the absence of any more detailed information, I 

assumee here that the agrarian situation of these other  provinces most have reflected a complexity 

similarr  to that of the province of Caracas as analyzed by McKinley . Though for  different purposes, 

inn so doing I am only heeding a pervasive convention. Thus, not only does the literatur e on the 

coloniall  hacienda not except the province of Caracas from its generalizations; furthermore, given its 

overalll  preeminence during the colony, this literatur e often implicitl y or  explicitly assumes that 

whateverr  went on in this province's agrarian hinterland was paradigmatic for  the rest. And yet, since 

hiss account differs so markedly from canonical understandings, to suggest that what McKinley' s has 

too say regarding the province of Caracas is in some ways applicable to the other  colonial provinces 
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iss to at least cast doubts on the dominant narrativ e of an unbroken continuity between the colonial 

pastt  and the postcolonial agrarian predicament. Also, suspending faith in the explanatory powers of 

anyy such an irresistible evolutionary trend raises the issue of the agencies in any way responsible for 

thee fate befalling agrarian property after  Independence. In other  words, the present line of 

questioningg unavoidably runs into the issue of the political. Given the state of the secondary sources 

andd that Venezuelan agrarian history is not my topic, casting doubts on putative evolutionary trends 

whilee introducing politics as an analitically crucial dimension is all that I can do here. 

ProvinceProvince of Caracas: socio-economic structure 

Turnin gg away from other  accounts to Mckinley' s version of the agrarian situation of the 

Provincee of Caracas or  of Venezuela, as it was also called, in the decades before Independence, i.e., 

thee years of its economic diversification and greatest overall prosperity, is like stepping into another 

country.. Nothing more alien to the gloominess of most accounts than the bright picture of a 

countrysidee teeming with relatively small yet economically prosperous export-oriented haciendas 

operatingg in a sea of small peasant production and buzzing commercial activity which Mckinley 

drawss for  the closing decades of the eighteenth century. Agreeing with other  authors that both the 

haciendaa and the hato were the basic economic units of the province of Caracas, McKinley 

neverthelesss insists on the limited usefulness of this generalization since, as he puts it, the "agraria n 

structure""  of the province "was complex and extremely varied"  (McKinley , 1985:71). Among the 

complexitiess he mentions the varied models of land tenure, the diversity of labor  arrangements, as 

welll  as the different productive requirements for  the different kinds of harvest (ibid:89). 

Drawingg on a report for  the province for  the years 1785-87 the author  identifies "  1.751 plots 

largee enough to be considered as haciendas producing profitabl e harvests"  (ibid:71) but not, at least 

inn the case of the majority , sufficiently large to in any way be characterized as "great possessions". 

Hee instead found that with the exception of those producing cacao for  the international market the 

majorit yy among these reported units were relatively small sugar  cane and indigo haciendas, i.e., 

alongg with tobacco the other  two major  export crops from the province since coffee would not 

beginn to acquire its later  preeminence until the years immediately preceding the revolutionary 

rupture .. The land from these smaller  haciendas was generally not owned by their  hacendados or 
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personss economically in charge of their  operation but, rather, leased from one of two possible 

sources::  the sugar-cane haciendas from "ric h and enterprising merchants"  while those engaged in 

thee production of indigo were leased from the great haciendas of the Aragua valleys. Even the 

richestrichest among these productive units were "noticeably small"  (ibid:72), their  reduced scale 

restrictingg large scale production to such an extent that Depons, a French eighteenth century 

traveler,, remarked that not more than twenty haciendas in the whole province yielded an income of 

moree than 4.000 to 5.000 pesos every year  to their  owners. Contravening the received wisdom, 

accordingg to the author  only the hatos or  cattle ranches of the province may be said to have 

"possessedd all the characteristics that have been attributed to the agrarian unit of the Spanish 

colony""  (ibid). 

Ass for  the other  landholdings registered in the 1785-87 report, these amounted to an 

"infinit yy of plots (..) which are not (..) trul y haciendas"  (ibid:73). As McKinley makes clear, the 

reportt  suggests a diversity of land tenure arrangements for  the hinterlands of the province of 

Caracass which belies the conventional image of an agrarian world starkly divided between a 

handfull  of huge hacienda-owners and a mass of slaves and dispossessed peasants. Rather, although 

itt  does not say its number, whether  these plots were owned by their  occupants or  if they had simply 

beenn leased or  usurped, what the report does make clear  is that "the structure of the plantations was 

complementedd by small possessions, inferior  in size and potential to the haciendas"  (ibid). This 

diversityy would be consistent with Humboldt's observations just a few years later  during his voyage 

too Venezuela in the eve of Independence, who "noticed a very extended presence of small owners 

off  plots in the productive Aragua valleys"  (ibid). Also, the Crown's monopoly over  the production 

andd commercialization of tobacco operated on the basis of buying this crop from hundreds of 

laborerss working for  themselves in lands owned by the Crown (ibid). 

Al ll  this suggests a considerably more differentiated agrarian colonial landscape than that to 

whichh readers have been accustomed by the literature. On the one hand, forms of property, land-

tenuree arrangements, the size of agrarian holdings or  the range in labor  relations admitted much 

widerr  variation than what is conventionally assumed. On the other, as one would expect this very 

diversityy sustained a wealth of commercial transactions that sits rather  uncomfortably with the still 

prevalentt  image of a weak internal market during the colony. Rather, at least for  the province of 
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Caracas,, the evidence unearthed by Mckinley of a large number  of small peasant units operating 

alongsidee the export-oriented haciendas speaks of the vitalit y of the colony's internal market. As 

opposedd to the export sector  of the economy oriented to metropolitan demands, this thrivin g 

internall  market instead sought to satisfy the consumption requirements from the members of the 

colony.. As much as elsewhere, also in this crucial sector  the interests of the white colonials were 

paramount.. Thus, while the large import and export houses were generally in the hands of 

Spaniardss it was not uncommon for  Creoles, or  whites born in America, to own the bigger 

commerciall  establishments. Nevertheless, the very workings of the internal market as a densely 

ramifiedd network of commercial transactions and productive units spread all across the Caracas 

provincee was, according to the evidence, itself contingent on the contributions from members of the 

majorit yy pardoo population which, during those years, amounted to as much as 60% of the free 

inhabitantss of the province (ibid:31). 

Itt  is true that this pardo majorit y was subjected to "strong legal discrimination"  and largely 

reducedd to a condition of oppression and even destitution in both cities and countryside; 

neverthelesss pardos enjoyed a "certain degree of economic mobilit y and liberty"  (ibid:31) which 

effectivelyy enabled them to perform in a variety of economic roles. ITiese ranged from their 

participatio nn in different capacities in the production of agricultura l products all the way to the retail 

salee of these as well as other  goods to consumers in cities and towns, including their  role as 

middlemenn allowing the to and fro passage of goods between urban centers and their  agrarian 

hinterlands.. Thus, while most worked as day-laborers many pardos independently produced 

agricultura ll  goods for  the internal market in leased or  privately-owned small plots, and, in some 

exceptionall  instances, some pardos even managed to own medium-sized haciendas sometimes 

endowedd with even a few slaves. In addition to whites who owned the large import/export houses 

togetherr  with the bigger  stores, members from this caste were also active in commerce in urban 

centerss both large and small, owning small trading stores in cities and towns. And pardos figured 

prominentlyy as commercial intermediaries moving agricultural and non-agricultural goods both 

amongg urban centers and back and forth into their  surrounding territories , sometimes even owning 

theirr  own mule caravans. In general, the province of Caracas was criss-crossed by a very busy 

internall  commercial network sustained by the contributions from both whites (Spaniards and 
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Creoles)) and pardos, and made of "a multitud e of intermediaries, mule-boys and messengers from 

thee great hacienda-owners"  (ibid:35). That the situation that McKinle y describes for  the province of 

Caracass can be made extensive to the other  Venezuelan provinces is confirmed by the following 

passagee from a Venezuelan historian. Commenting on the relative participation from members of 

bothh the white and pardo castes in the different sectors of the colonial market as a whole beyond the 

Caracass province Rafael Cartay states that 

thee external commerce from colonial Venezuela was in the hands of merchants from Spain 

andd the Canary Islands, while in the internal commerce there were a good number  of Creole 

merchantss present: in retail commerce, on the other  hand, along with those from the Canary 

Islandss we found a great number  of pardos (Cartay, 1988:260 — my translation). 

Takingg a hint from this and other  statements and bits of information dispersed in the 

secondaryy literatur e suggesting the presence everywhere of a thrivin g internal market and highly 

differentiatedd forms of agricultura l production, I assume here that the agrarian situation in the other 

Venezuelann provinces must have displayed a complexity similar  to that of the Caracas province. In 

thee absence of studies comparable to McKinley' s for  any of the other  Venezuelan provinces capable 

off  suggesting otherwise, assuming that what was true of the Caracas province was to a significant 

extentt  also true of the rest has at least the virtu e of making more sense of certain crucial historical 

developmentss that so far  have remained relatively unexplained in the relevant literature. This is 

cruciallyy so with those federalist ideals and aspirations that both marked the moment of 

Independencee and decisively inflected the century of civic turmoi l and armed struggles that 

followedd in its wake. In most secondary sources the appeal that throughout the nineteenth century 

thee federal cause indeed had for  vast segments of the population and not just for  the elite remains 

somewhatt  mysterious. By insisting on the image of powerful regional elites surrounded by a sea of 

illiterat ee and dispossessed peasants, this literatur e often delegitimizes federalism by reducing it to 

thee status of an ideology barely masking a maze of particularisti c material interests and crude 

patron-clientt  manipulations. As one would expect, either  explicitly or  implicitl y such delegitimation 

oftenn goes hand in hand with the aim of exalting the centralizing state as the necessary telos of all 

previouss history. 
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Onn the other  hand ascribing to all the colonial provinces somewhat robust and diversified 

socio-economicc configurations along with relatively autonomous politico-administrativ e structures 

immediatelyy evokes a richl y differentiated landscape of diversifying interests and manifold subject 

positionss which could and eventually did see itself reflected in the federalist idea. And even if such 

aa widespread appeal does not necessarily mean that this idea was the same for  everyone, such 

semanticc indeterminacy is itself distinctive to all powerfully mobilizing ideals and not, as has been 

assumed,, evidence of the defective character  of Venezuelan federalism. Leaving aside the 

discussionn of federalism for  later  to return to the colonial provinces, ascribing complexity to their 

agrariann structure has at least one very significant consequence. Such an assumption complicates 

traditiona ll  understandings of colonial dynamics as largely dictated by metropolitan interests and 

expectations.. It makes one, for  example, realize that whatever  trut h there is to the preceding view 

nevertheless,, no matter  how externally constrained, much as anywhere else in colonial Venezuela 

tooo people had to make their  lives in ways that made some sort of local sense. What this means here 

is,, for  example, that the indigo and cacao producing haciendas of the Caracas province, the cotton 

plantationss in this same province and in that of Cumana, or  the cattle ranches to the south of the 

Venezuelann territorie s nott  to mention the coffee production started at the close of the colonial 

periodd in some Caracas haciendas and in smaller  productive units in the province of Maracaibo, 

especiallyy in Barinas, Apure and around the Andean towns of Merida and San Cristobal amounted 

noo more and, certainly, no less than to the export sector  of a much wider  network of productive and 

commerciall  activities. Surely economically the latter  activities were not nearly as important as the 

formerr  and, in part, these activities developed in response to the needs of the export sector  of the 

economy.. Nonetheless the significance of evoking this complexity here is to suggest a web of 

interestss and subject positions far  more differentiated and complex than the stark oppositions 

marshaledd by most conventional accounts precisely so as to buttress a rather  simplistic teleology. 

Theree is enough evidence to suggest that during most of the nineteenth century the 

Venezuelann countryside presented at least as much complexity as in the last decades of the colony. 

Andd yet nothing is more revealing of how stubborn the historiographic convention alluded to earlier 

is,, of its relative imperviousness to any actual contexts, than the insistence with which historians 

oftenn refer  to the postcolonial situation in terms that in some crucial ways are virtuall y 
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interchangeablee with those habitually used for  the colony. Beyond the admission of important 

differencess between the two periods, when in most secondary sources the time comes to give 

summaryy statements on the general situation of the countryside in the century after  Independence 

suchh generalizations hardly depart from similar  ones produced for  the decades before the 

revolutionaryy rupture. TTiat is, regardless of their  empirical richness or  whether  their  topic is the 

colony,, the postcolony or  both, as is the case with general histories, most secondary sources 

rhetoricall yy insist in the conventional image of a countryside starkly divided between a handful of 

powerfull  landowners and a mass of dispossessed agricultural laborers. 

Thiss reduction of all complexity to the simplified terms of a bleak, dichotomous image is 

commonn even in sources whose empirical richness often complicate or, occasionally, belie the 

starknesss of the overall characterizations. The outcome of such a pervasive imaging across a wide 

rangee of historical studies has been the consolidation of a view of the countryside as a relatively 

unchangingg and stable structure. In other  words, made into an image the countryside crystallizes in 

thee literatur e as an 'agrarian structure' which in broad outline remains unchanged since the heyday 

off  the colony. This is so even if the intensification during certain historical moments of the 

'structural ''  tendency towards an ever-increasing concentration of agricultural lands is indeed widely 

acknowledged.. Since, anyway, such a tendency is thought to be inscribed in the colonial blueprint 

fromfrom  the start, any of its more dramatic historical expressions to an extent assume the relatively 

unexceptionall  status of foregone conclusions. As historical outcomes are either  explicitly or 

implicitl yy referred back to their  remote putative beginnings, the emergent historicit y of those 

processess accountable for  the formation of the great agrarian property especially during the latter 

partt  of the nineteenth century and beginnings of the twentieth is relatively underplayed, the 

phenomenon'ss sharp historical contours blurred by the leveling waters of an insidious teleology. 

Thee shadow cast by the latter  is such that, so far, it has prevented the considerable wealth of 

empiricall  reference found in some historical studies from sustaining any intensely focused 

considerationn of those past agencies and processes responsible for  the eventual crystallization of 

whatt  indeed eventually became a highly asymmetrical agrarian predicament. 
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StructureStructure of international trade 

Itt  is now time to complete the overview of the colonial situation with some account of the 

structuree of the international commerce of the Venezuelan provinces, of how this structure changed 

overr  time and of the colonial processes of politico-administrativ e centralization that both 

accompaniedd and fostered these changes. Along these lines the first  thing one should do is pluralize 

since,, for  most of the colonial period, it is inadequate to speak of a unified commercial structure for 

thee six Venezuelan provinces. Rather, until 1777 a mere three decades before Independence, as the 

autonomouss politico-administrativ e and economic units that they were these provinces were 

separatelyy connected to the transatlantic world largely through the main ports located either  in their 

ownn territorie s or  within their  geographical reach. ITius, Lombardi has grouped all the different 

coloniall  provinces into "thre e identifiable economic subsystems"  which would have been operative 

inn the territorie s of present-day Venezuela until the latter  part of the eighteenth century. According 

too him, 

unti ll  then, Venezuela consisted of a center, composed of the central valleys of Caracas and 

Araguaa with their  plains to the south, an eastern periphery, composed of towns at Cumana 

andd Barcelona and a cattle raising hinterland in the plains to the south between the Orinoco 

deltaa and the Unare Basin; and a western periphery, composed of the Venezuelan Andean 

spurr  down to Coro, with its strong links to the llanos of Barinas and Cojedes and its 

elaboratee trade relations with the Maracaibo Basin to the northwest and Bogota to the south. 

Lendingg support to what I have been arguing concerning the relatively autonomous and 

robustt  economies of the different Venezuelan provinces, he adds: 

becausee the history of Venezuela eventually led to a consolidation of these three major 

regionss into a Caracas-centered unit, it is easy to underestimate the strength and indepen-

dencee of the regional economies in the seventeenth and even the eighteenth centuries 
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(Lombardi ,, 1982:77).n 

Roughlyy corresponding to the province of Caracas, Venezuela's central region was connected to the 

outsidee world through the port of La Guaira while the eastern and western peripheries conducted 

mostt  of their  external trade respectively through the ports of Maracaibo and Cumana. The common 

vieww of colonial Venezuela as a territor y internally rent by daunting geographical barrier s and next 

too insurmountable distances is qualified by Lombardi who, instead, mentions the existence of 

"considerablee communication and commercial traffi c between east, center  and west"  (ibid:78). 

Nevertheless,, insisting that the regions' "economic orientation"  was "overwhelmingly outwards" 

throughh their  respective ports, Lombardi concludes that no "useful integration"  around Caracas 

wouldd ever  have come about if it were not for  "external reasons"  (ibid). 

Ass to why neither  of the two other  regions succeeded as centralizing foci, the author 

invokess several factors - i.e. climate, a broken geography, recurrent pirate incursions-for  the 

"failure ""  of both the Maracaibo Basin and the Orinoco River  to become "gateways to Venezuela" 

(ibid) .. The success of Caracas to draw the other  provinces around itself was, however, not just the 

resultt  of the comparative geographical advantages of La Guaira over  the two other  main ports of 

Maracaiboo and Cumana. For  Lombardi this success was mostly the result of two closely related 

phenomena.. Namely, Caracas1 economic prosperity which, since the last part of the seventeenth 

century,, went hand in hand with the "development of a self-conscious elite"  in the province. 

Comparedd with the "competing elites"  from the other  provinces this Caracas elite was considerably 

moree capable of "pressing its interests"  through the capital city's cabildo or  main municipal council. 

Inn order  for  the city of Caracas to consolidate its overall preeminence this local "advantage"  had 

neverthelesss to come together  with the Crown's determination to centralize trade and political 

authorit yy over  the entire Venezuelan territory . This began to happen from the second half of the 

eighteenthh century when the Crown seized on Caracas as the site more suitable for  carrying out its 

11.. Indeed, until quite recently, with the incipient development of regional historiographies the suppression of any 
differentiatedd consideration of regional diversity from most canonical accounts of the formation of the nation is not just a 
matterr of historical occurrence. Besides being so the consolidation of a "Caracas-centered unit" is also, and crucially so, 
aa historiographical operation which has installed the Caracas-based state at the center of both the writing of history and 
off  the national imaginary. 
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centralizingg designs. In what amounted to a happy marriage of local interest and metropolitan 

designs,, taking advantage of the province's overall prosperity and institutional development from 

thatt  time on a series of royal initiatives effectively turned the city of Caracas into a 

"submetropolitann capital"  (ibid:80-82). 

Thesee royal initiatives coincided with the access of the Bourbons to the Spanish crown, and 

theyy all must be seen in the context of the Bourbon's state self-representation as the embodiment of 

universall  reason vis-a-vis the particularisti c interests of local aristocracies and other  corporate 

segmentss such as the Church. It is true that the "enlightened despotism"  of the Bourbons did not 

succeedd in overturning the corporate structure of society, thereby substituting absolutist rule for  the 

'pactist''  imaginary within which all segments of the colonies figured and enacted their  relationships 

too the Spanish monarch. As I argued before, the centralizing impetus of the monarchy only full y 

realizedd itself in the closed circuit s of royal ceremony, the symmetrical shapes of neoclassical 

architecturee and monuments or  the proli x arguments of political treatises. 

Thiss is not to say, however, that the above royal initiatives were bereft of consequences. Al l 

thee energies invested by the monarchy in revamping itself by reestructuring areas as diverse as royal 

ceremony,, the international commerce of the empire, education and the universities, legislation, the 

institutionall  make up and procedures of government or, last but not least, the very texture of 

socialityy both in Spain and in the Indies did have far  reaching effects. Just to name two 

quintessentiallyy nineteenth century expressions, neither  the character  of nineteenth century 

Venezuelann liberalism nor  the monumentalizing aesthetics that enveloped this century's attempts at 

statee centralization are full y intelligibl e outside of their  links to their  colonial antecedents. Indeed, 

too draw such links closer  to home it is enough to point out that the neoclassic arcades of Plaza 

Bolivarr  which much later  during the Republic would be the focus of an intense controversy were 

themselvess erected by one of the last colonial governors, a gesture which he himself envisaged as 

partt  of a more ambitious rationalization of public space. Even if as in this case their  success was at 

bestt  partial , late eighteenth century 'monarchical'  gestures such as this are nevertheless 

genealogicallyy connected to later, more decidedly 'bourgeois' concerns and anxieties. 

Thee creation in 1728 of the Compania Guipuzcoana counts as the first among the just 

alludedd Bourbon initiatives that, some 50 years later, would culminate with the unification of all the 
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Venezuelann provinces within a single politico-administrative structure. Originally, the company 

wass created for the purpose of monopolistically controlling the exports of cacao from the provinces 

thatt hitherto had been in the hands of the Dutch (Izard, 1992:3; Lombard!, 1982:97). In exchange 

forr this Crown exclusivity, the Guipuzcoana committed itself to the elimination of contraband, 

providingg a steady supply of slaves and, in general, to the development of the regional economy. 

Also,, along with the Church the company performed as the only other available financial institution 

inn the colony, lending money to merchants and agriculturalists whenever the need arose. Given the 

chronicc scarcity of currency in the Venezuelan provinces, this financial function was of 

considerablee local significance. To fulfil l its commitments to the Crown, as well as to perform 

thosee other functions that emerged as part of its normal operation, the company had to staff its 

variouss commercial and policing activities with adequately trained personnel; also a series of 

materiall  improvements had to be carried out such as improving available port facilities and 

developingg a network of roads to facilitate communication and the transport of goods. Both due to 

thee overall prosperity of the province of which it was the capital, as well as to La Guaira's natural 

advantagess as a port, Caracas was chosen by the company as its operational headquarters something 

which,, over time, consolidated this city's preeminence over the entire Venezuelan territories. 

Thee Compania Guipuzcoana did not particularly endear itself to the Caraqueno elite, who 

resentedd the alteration of its "long-standing patterns of commerce, trade and profit" (Lombardi, 

1982:97).. In 1749, for example, its policy of unilaterally fixing the prices of cacao while attempting 

too eradicate contraband provoked a widespread rebellion led by a Spanish hacienda owner, Juan 

Franciscoo de Leon, seeking to obtain from the king the company's expulsion from the colony. In 

generall  the company's monopolistic control over both the colony's exports of cacao and other 

products—indigoo or tobacco, for example—as well as over the import of manufactured goods kept 

thee prices of the former depressed while inducing constant increases in the prices of all imports. 

Thereforee when in 1785, as part of his ambitious program of colonial reforms, Charles in 

eliminatedd the Guipuzcoana substituting freedom of trade for the company's monopolistic control 

hiss decision met with universal approval in the colony. 
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LateLate colonial centralization 

II  am here less concerned, however, with the details of the Company's history than with 

underscoringg its overall contribution to the positioning of the city of Caracas at the hub of a concen-

tri cc network of commercial, policing and administrative activities. No matter  how fragile the 

connectionss may have been at the time or  how tenuous the hold which Caracas had over  the rest of 

thee provinces, nevertheless the activities of the Guipuzcoana may have said to have laid the 

minimall  institutional and material foundations—crucially, for  example, the formation of a trained 

permanentt  bureaucracy—on which the city could later  count when carrying out its centralizing 

designs.. Given such foundations it is littl e surprise that when in 1777 a royal decree was issued 

orderingg the creation of the Captaincy General of Venezuela as "an administrative and political 

jurisdictio nn consolidating all the provinces of Tierr a Firme into one unit"  it named the city of 

Caracass as the seat of the new institution (ibid: 104). 

Thee creation of the Captaincy was only one among a series of roughly contemporary 

"institutiona ll  innovations"  responsible for  the establishment in the late XVIIIt h century, as the 

coloniall  period was coming to an end, of an "institutiona l network centered around Caracas"  (ibid). 

Thus,, in 1776, one year  before the creation of the Capitarua, the Intendency was instituted as a royal 

fiscalfiscal and development agency which brought all the six provinces under  one fiscal administrator , 

thuss in many respects superseding the authority of the governor. Also the 1780s witnessed the 

creationn in Caracas of a Consulado or  chamber  of commerce where the merchants and 

agriculturalist ss from all the six provinces were represented, and 1786 was the year  when an 

Audienciaa or  royal court was created with jurisdictio n over  the entire territor y of the recently 

establishedd captaincy. Finally in 1804, shortly before Independence, the Archbishopric of 

Venezuelaa was established. Whil e terminating all juridica l and political dependency on either 

Bogotaa or  Santo Domingo, the joint , cumulative effect of all these institutional innovations was the 

consolidationn of all the provinces of Tierr a Firme as a single politico-administrativ e unit directly 

accountablee to the Crown in Madrid . Also, as the site of the newly established institutional cluster, 

thee city of Caracas was invested with a hitherto unprecedented power  and prestige vis-a-vis the rest 

off  the provinces. 

Onee should beware, however, of not attributin g to the above centralizing process more 
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successs than it actually had or  of overestimating the ascendency of the city of Caracas over  the other 

Venezuelann cities and provinces. No matter  how partiall y successful the late eighteenth century 

institutionall  innovations may in some respects have been in focusing trade, administration and 

politicall  authority on Caracas, by and large up until the moment of revolution in 1810 the territor y 

off  the Captaincy General of Venezuela remained internally fissured among provinces that not only 

inn many respects insisted in preserving their  politico-administrativ e autonomy but were highly 

jealouss of their  independence. As Lombardi himself remarks, all throughout the last three decades 

beforee Independence when the institutional unification of the Venezuelan territorie s was underway 

provincess such as Maracaibo, Merida or  Cumana which had long enjoyed considerable 

autonomy,, resisted the all-encompassing embrace of the new royal bureaucracy in Caracas 

(ibid ::  106). 

Ass part of a renewed interest on the historicities and identities of the different Venezuelan regions, 

recentlyy the reaction from the colonial provincial elites to the centralizing designs of the Bourbon 

coloniall  administration has received more attention than in the past. This is especially the case in 

universities—notably,, that of Zulia—located in regions where for  different reasons the aim of 

revindicatingg regional specificity vis-a-vis the suppressions of official historiography has in recent 

yearss gained increasing popularity , especially among sectors of the intelligentsia. Unfortunately, 

however,, the published secondary sources that I have been able to consult are not very informativ e 

concerningg the modalities and character  of this elite resistance during the last decades of the colony. 

Givenn the widely acknowledged importance of regional formations, allegiances and movements in 

thee course of Venezuelan history, once again one must attribut e the dearth of published studies on 

thee topic to the hegemony of a state centered historiography for  which anything seemingly deviating 

fromm the straight path of state centralization rapidly drops from sight as an illegitimate expression 

off  narrow centrifugal interests. Nevertheless, the information that has been available to me 

generallyy confirms what one would have otherwise expected from the generally acknowledged 

strengthh of the Venezuelan provincial cabildo or  municipal council before Independence. Namely, 

thee considerable resistance with which the cabildo, as representive of the rulin g sector, met any 

attemptss by the Bourbon bureaucracy to meddle in areas that it either  regarded as its own preserve 
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orr  where the positions articulated by this institution traditionall y carried considerable weight. 

Thatt  the resistance did not just originate in the local elites is, for  example, attested by 

Robinsonn Meza, who tantalizingly alludes to "th e less favored groups violently reacting to the 

applicationn of diverse measures"  by the colonial administration (Meza 1991:122). Again, the author 

heree does not specify what this "reaction"  might have possibly been, instead moving rapidly to the 

considerationn of the "creole elite's resistance"  (ibid). This elite focus perpetuates another  of the most 

pervasivee biases of Venezuelan historiography. For  reasons closely related to its statism this 

historiographyy has reified 'the elite' as a discreet category of analysis to which identifiable and 

enduringg interests can be assigned over  time. In this way the putative tendency towards state 

centralizationn presumably governing the Venezuelan historical record may be assigned identifiable 

agencies—thee 'notables'-among which even if contradictoril y such a goal would have nevertheless 

remainedd constant Whil e turnin g it into a discreet, well delineated analytical object this attributio n 

off  course involves extricating such an "elite"  from its entanglements within a wider  field of 

socialityy where all identities, including its own, are just momentary, historically contingent 

articulations. . 

Onee of the urgent tasks that Venezuelan historiography must presently face is, I believe, that 

off  reexamining what is meant by 'the elite' in the literature, not necessarily to do away with the 

categoryy but in order  to apprehend its constitution historically. Perhaps one would then be able to 

leavee behind simplistic accounts which, taking the elites for  granted as full y constituted agents, 

oftenn confuse explanation for  the enumeration of what presumably such elites did or  did not do, 

wantedd or  did not want or  to which state impositions they were or  were not forced to yield. This, in 

orderr  to move beyond the rulin g teleologies towards a more differentiated understanding of agency 

andd the social process. Whil e in chapter  four  I wil l try to somewhat complicate the conventional 

understandingg of the status and role of the elites during the republic, I cannot do the same for  the 

colony.. For  my present purposes it is enough with noting the resistance to the Bourbon colonial 

administrationn that articulated and expressed itself through the main municipal councils or  cabildos 

fromfrom  the different provinces which, indeed,, were controlled by their  local "elites" . This without in 

anyy way committing myself as to the precise identity of these "creole elites"  which local historiogra-

phyy often assumes to have sufficiently pinned down through sweeping references to their  wealth, 
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propertyy or  status while, all along, obviating any sustained consideration of their  constitution, 

reconstitution,, transformation or  performance withi n a wider  network necessarily including other 

interests,, understandings and agents. 

Responses:Responses: Caracas 

Yet,, for  the time being adopting the category as I find it in the literature, unlikely as it may 

seemm the responses from the Caracas elite to some of the centralizing policies from the royal 

bureaucracyy installed in the province's capital should be regarded as instances of precisely such a 

provinciall  elite resistance. This because although in overall terms this elite benefited from the 

presencee of the Royal bureaucracy in its midst, nevertheless, as Lombardi argues, many 

bureaucraticc initiatives did affect its traditiona l privileges and prerogatives (Lombardi , 1982:106). 

Tacitlyy agreeing with Lombardi' s criteria , after  alluding to the resistance from the different 

provinciall  elites Meza goes on to exemplify this resistance with the conflicts between the Caracas' 

Municipa ll  Council, representing the interests of the local rulin g sector, and the main institutions of 

thee Bourbon colonial administration based in this city. Mostly using records from the proceedings 

off  the Caracas' Cabildo for  the years 1776-1810, the author  focuses on the conflicts which that 

institutio nn respectively sustained with the Intendency, the Governor  and Captain General and with 

thee Audiencia. That is,, as one recalls, precisely with those institutions that since the 1770s were 

responsiblee for  bringing all the Venezuelan provinces within one single politico-administrativ e 

structure. . 

Inn keeping with its nature as a fiscal and development agency, it was in those areas that fell 

underr  the Intendency's direct supervision such as external commerce, the marketing of the colony's 

agricultura ll  production, or  local administration where the Royal institution' s initiatives met with the 

greatestt  resistance from the Caracas' cabildo. Regarding the first  of these areas, the conflicts were 

usuallyy provoked by the Intendency's decision to "interrup t or  obstruct external commerce"  anytime 

theree was a situation of international war  between the metropolis and her  European enemies, most 

notablyy with England. This happened in 1779 when, with the full backing of the Intendency bent on 

protectingg the Royal Exchequer, after  being informed of the metropolis'  war  with England the 

Companiaa Guipuzcona unilaterall y cancelled its commitments with the planters to purchase their 
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products.. Or  in 1796, when, again during a war  with England, the external trade from the colony 

wass officiall y interrupted. In every case these official decisions to interrup t or  obstruct trade without 

offeringg any alternative outlet for  the exports of the province engendered conflict, pittin g the 

Caracas''  Municipal Council authorities, representing both the merchants and planters, against the 

Intendency. . 

Itt  is testimony to the strength of the local institution that even when it did not always come 

outt  victorious in many of these conflicts the Caracas cabildo nevertheless managed to wrest 

importantt  concessions from the Royal representative. Such was the case in 1797 when, answering 

too the Cabildo's demands, the Crown decided to solve the crisis created by the interruptio n of trade 

thee previous year  by allowing "commerce with other  friendly and neutral colonies". In successive 

yearss this royal authorization was to be suspended on several occasions provoking the correspond-

ingg reactions both from the Caracas cabildo and from the city's Consulado or  chamber  of 

commerce.. In general, caused by the interruptio n of the external commerce of the province, in most 

off  these conflicts 

thee attitude of the Municipal Council was mainly directed towards repeatedly claiming and 

demandingg from the Intendente to allow commerce with neutrals and friends (Meza, 

1991:124). . 

Wit hh the argument that the impositions constituted a further  commercial impediment, these 

petitionss to open trade were commonly accompanied or  followed by other  demands addressed to 

thee Intendent to suspend or, if not, radically diminish tax collection on those products either 

destinedd to or  imported from friendly or  neutral colonies (ibid: 124-125). 

Inn the area of the marketing of local products the conflict was provoked by the "establish-

ment""  by a Royal Bil l of 24 June 1777 of a "state tobacco shop"  destined to purchase at fixed prices 

thee totalit y of this export crop directly from the producers. In this instance the Municipal Council's 

petitionn to the King to have the state shop substituted by a direct tax, something which would have 

freedd the producers to sell the crop on their  own, was unsuccessful (ibid: 125). Finally, in the area of 

administrationn the conflicts between the Caracas cabildo and the Intendency issued from the 

Intendency'ss attempts to wrest from the Municipal Council some of its traditional prerogatives vis-
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a-viss the "administration of the municipality"—thus, for example, "distributing plots or authorizing 

thee use of water" (ibid: 125). Thus, in 1781, when the Municipal Council complained before the 

Kingg about Intendent Abalos's attempt "to appropriate the immemorial royal grant awarding the 

institutionn the right to distribute plots in the port of La Guaira" (ibid: 125). In spite of all the 

rhetoricall  manoeuvers by the Intendent bent on demonstrating "by several means" that the plots in 

questionn did not belong to the Municipal Council's jurisdiction, "the cabildo's privileges were" 

neverthelesss "maintained by a Royal Bill dated August 19, 1785" (ibid). The same happened in 

17833 when the Cabildo's right to distribute water to the neighbors was upheld by a royal disposition 

whichh dismissed the pretensions of the Intendent to appropriate this right for his office (ibid: 125-

126). . 

Conflictss in the relations between the municipal authorities and the Governor—who in the 

casee of the Venezuela provinces also happened to be the Captain General-often arose whenever 

thiss colonial authority exercised its juridical right of not validating officers that already had been 

electedd by the Cabildo. Thus in the 1777 and 1790 elections when, adducing a series of legal 

impediments,, the governor challenged the right of several elected cabildo officers to hold to their 

posts.. The reasons for some other conflicts with the Governor are "not always easy to research or 

explain""  (ibid: 127). The record is, for example, silent about why in 1780 the Governor opposed 

thee petitions that the members of the Caracas' cabildo addressed to the ecclesiastical 

authoritiess asking them to authorize eating meat during Lent because, due to the war, the 

foodss appropriate for the season were both scarce and very expensive" (ibid). 

Conflictss also broke whenever the Governor was seen to have breached the appropriate etiquette in 

hiss relations with the cabildo or when he, in any way, encroached on the Cabildo's traditional right 

too plan the general character as well as determine the duration of certain crucial festivities. Thus, in 

1789,, when in the context of the already mentioned celebrations for the access of Charles IV to the 

Crownn the Governor tried to shorten the festivities from twenty to twelve days as well as to alter 

"manyy of the plans" which the Cabildo had elaborated for the ocassion (ibid: 127). 

Finally,, among the conflicts between the Caracas' Cabildo and the Real Audiencia, many 

weree related to issues of protocol arising whenever members of thee two corporations coincided in 
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officiall  or  religious celebrations or, if not, during the performance of certain administrative duties. 

Conflictss were also provoked by the Audiencia's determination to take over  from the cabildo its 

time-honoredd right to control the ceremonial investiture of some of its officers. According to Meza, 

thesee confrontations usually ended with the Municipal Council loosing many of its traditional 

privilegess and prerogatives to the Audiencia. The cabildo also collided with the Audiencia due to 

thee latter' s determination to perform as the institution in charge of administering justice and 

enforcingg the law in the province, thus usurping some of the Municipal Council's traditional 

jurisdictiona ll  attributions. For  example in the case of the Cabildo traditionall y held right  to inspect 

thee activities of trading stores across the province, which after  some resistance the Audiencia 

wrestedd from the municipal council arguing that its officers had "no jurisdictio n over  the towns in 

thee province's hinterland."  Also arising over  jurisdictiona l issues but of a much "greater 

transcendence""  was the conflict generated by the Audiencia's decision in June 1800 to take away 

fromm the Cabildo "th e authority to elaborate the municipal ordinances". With such a decision the 

institutio nn would have lost its secular  privilege to regulate through the issuing of ordinances the 

mostt  varied aspects of the social lif e of the city of Caracas. It suffices to recall what I said earlier 

concerningg the traditional prerogatives of the Municipal Council to regulate fundamental aspects of 

thee sociality of the colony-for  example, the orderly relations among the different segments of 

societyy or  the city's topographical ordering as an expression of the hierarchical order  of society-to 

realizee how much such a decision would have undermined the local institution' s power  and 

authority .. Finally, another  area where the Cabildo confronted the Bourbon institution had to do with 

thosee less numerous cases were the Audiencia "was in charge of enforcing certain royal dispositions 

referredd to the less favored classes"  (ibid.). I have already referred to the most resounding among 

thesee cases, the Royal bil l of gracias al Sacar  from 1795 whereby the Crown granted some 

privilegesprivileges to the pardos thereby provoking the angry protest of the Municipal Council, vexed by 

whatt  it perceived as an unacceptable intrusion in the internal order  of the colony. 

Responses:Responses: Maracaibo 

Too move now westwards away from Caracas towards Maracaibo is to traverse a distance 

which,, in the past, inflected decisively the kind of resistance which this province put to the 
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centralizingg thrust of the Bourbon bureaucracy in faraway Caracas. Along with that of Caracas, the 

provincee of Maracaibo was one of the two regions or areas concentrating the largest quotas of 

commerciall  and political power during the colony. Through the port of Maracaibo a voluminous 

tradee exited and entered the province linking all the way from the farthest reaches of the province— 

inn the southern Andes, next to present day Colombia—to the North Atlantic economy. For the most 

part,, this external trade was under the control of Catalan merchants. Having settled in Maracaibo 

fromfrom Spain, they owned the large import and export houses based in the province's capital. These 

"careerr merchants" were the most prominent segment of a local elite or, to use the term favored at 

thee time, nobility which also included "civic, military and ecclesiastical officers" as well as the 

ownerss of the major haciendas and cattle ranches (Vazquez de Ferrer, 1990:192). The relationships 

amongg the different elite families were often intensely competitive, each mobilizing against the 

otherss a more or less large clientele-"pardo milicias (..), artisans, shopkeepers" and servants 

(ibid:: 191)—in a struggle for the control of the local political and economic resources. Internally rent 

byy "political and economic rivalries" (Urdaneta Quintero, 1994:153), one of the means the 

Maracaiboo nobility had for "maintaining" some sort of cohesion was 

throughh the strategic arrangement of matrimonial unions which translated the possible 

frictionss to the family level, where these were more manageable (ibid: 153 — my 

translation). . 

Indeed,, although I do not have the evidence, one would have to assume that just as in Caracas in 

Maracaiboo also these marriages often led to the fusion among different kinds of interests so that, for 

example,, in many cases it would have been difficult to talk about either 'landowners' or 'merchants' 

ass if one was referring to entirely separate groups. 

Inn any case, one should avoid magnifying the conflicts to the point where any sense of 

commonalityy dissolves. Just as much as the elites from the other Venezuelan provinces, beyond any 

internall  rivalries the elites from Maracaibo were acutely aware of their uniqueness as members of a 

privilegedd strata set sharply apart from the rest of the province by "aristocratic inheritance, nobiliary 

titles,, military distinctions, etc" (ibid: 152). In spite of the many catastrophes, due to their decision to 

abstainn from military conflict during independence the elites from Maracaibo survived the demise 
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off  the colony with their  corporate identity "almost intact,"  remaining if not economically at least 

politicall yy in control of the provincial stage throughout most of the nineteenth century. But before 

that,, during the colony, as the seat of a powerful elite and strategic node for  most of its external 

tradee the city of Maracaibo loomed large over  the entire economic and political lif e of the province. 

It ss influence ranged widely across the latter, reaching even into the "border  populations"  of the 

neighboringg viceroyalty of New Granada (Vasquez de Ferrer, 1990:192). Amounting to a "historica l 

space,""  all this intricat e web of socioeconomic ties was politicall y articulated and expressed through 

thee hierarchical relations between the capital-city's main Municipal Council and all the other 

smallerr  cabildos from the many "towns, villas, and cities"  scattered across the provincial hinterland. 

Muchh as anywhere else throughout the Indies, so too in Maracaibo this hierarchically articulated 

mazee of socioeconomic ties fostered the formation of 

.. regional and local solidarities which (...) aspired to make common cause in the political 

domainn (ibid: 193). 

Althoughh the secondary sources that I have consulted are not explicit in this respect, one 

wouldd have to assume that the above "regional and local solidarities"  were not circumscribed just to 

thee elites of the province, however  one wishes to define them, but necessarily encompassed a much 

widerr  spectrum of agents, interests and relationships. To begin with, and just as much as in Caracas, 

thee more or  less wide range of professionals, clerks and bureaucrats on which the daily routines of 

businesss and government in any major  city-port throughout the Spanish Indies were largely 

contingent.. But, also, and beyond the narrower  confines of the export-oriented sector  of the 

economy,, all the myriad small agricultural producers, petty traders and agricultural or  domestic 

laborerss whose contributions must be assumed if the expression "historica l space"  is to have any 

meaningg applied to the colonial province of Maracaibo. In the absence of a a study for  this province 

att  least as exhaustive as that of Mckinley for  Caracas, I here assume the existence and vitalit y of 

thiss broader  field of sociality without which to talk about the Maracaibo province as a more or  less 

cohesivee socio-cultural "space"  would be meaningless. Also that, beyond the occasional violence 

andd frictions, this non-elite sociality was linked through manifold ties of loyalty, patronage and 

mutuall  interest to the higher  social stratas of the province that were represented in the main 
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Municipa ll  Council of the city of Maracaibo. 

Ass if all this highly localized, closely interwoven sociality did not already pose enough of an 

obstacle,, any frictionless recognition of Caracas' ascendancy was further  impeded by Maracaibo's 

secularr  traditio n of pohtico-administrative autonomy expressed through its main Municipal Council 

inn the provincial capital. In addition to this, higher  political authority was already vested in the 

Viceroyaltyy of New Granada in whose capital, Bogota, all the major  initiatives and decisions 

concerningg appointments, the administration of justice or  the supervision over  local government 

andd administration ultimately resided. Any reorientation away from this center, to which Maracaibo 

wass linked by manifold cultural and socioeconomic ties, towards the recognition of a new higher 

authorit yy was bound to be traumatic. Even more so if one considers that not only was it based on a 

province,, Caracas, with which Maracaibo maintained at best superficial relations but that, in line 

withh its Bourbon origins, this newer  authority was itself animated by far  greater  ambitions of local 

controll  than the older  viceroyalty. 

Forr  all the above reasons one would expect what actually happened, namely, that 

Maracaibo'ss resistance to Caracas would crystallize around the defense of its politico-administrativ e 

andd economic autonomy threatened as it was by the centralizing embrace radiating from the capital 

cityy of the new Captaincy General. Al l the main pohtico-administrative measures that were 

implementedd as part of the Bourbon program of reforms by the royal bureaucracy installed in 

Caracass were bound to generate clashes in provinces which, like that of Maracaibo, were highly 

jealouss not only of their  own administrative autonomy but also of their  secular  economic and 

politicall  privileges. It is true that the implemented reforms were in many cases quite successful in 

promotingg local agricultura l and cattle production, thereby benefiting agricultural and commercial 

interestss throughout the six Venezuelan provinces. Nevertheless, regional sensibilities and also 

pocketss were bound to be affected given that these reforms were ultimately for  the benefit of the 

Royall  treasury and that they themselves were part of a process of politico-administrativ e 

centralizationn meant to subordinate all six provinces to the city of Caracas. It should be added that 

thee newly consolidated political center  was itself from the start established as the local chain of 

transmissionn of a redesigned Imperial wil l in Madri d bent on acquiring a firmer  grip over  all aspects 

off  lif e in the colony, from politics, frontiers, finances and the economy to the ordering of space or 
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thee reordering and, even reshaping of sociality. 

Too appreciate the problems involved it suffices to consider  some of the measures. Along 

withh the decision to redirect all the external trade of the provinces through Caracas' port of La 

Guaira,, very much as elsewhere throughout the Indies the measures which the Bourbon bureaucracy 

implementedd in Venezuela sought to "strengthen the colonial nexus"  by 

supportingg and promoting cattle and agricultura l production, increasing commerce and 

navigationn while insuring control over  both, augmenting the Royal Treasury, and, above all, 

puttin gg a stop to the growing economic power  of the European maritim e powers in the 

regionn by offering protection against their  advance (Vésquez de Ferrer, 1986:158 — my 

translation). . 

And,, as if all of this was not enough, this was all to be accomplished from the city of Caracas, 

wheree all the more significant politico-administrativ e and militar y decisions were explicitly meant 

too originate along with the appointments to all the higher  political offices in the other  provinces. In 

turnn economic resources were to flow to this city in the form of custom taxes and other  revenues 

largelyy deriving from the centralization of trade through the port of La Guaira. No wonder, then, if 

thee resistance from the Caracas' elite to the intromissions from the Bourbon bureaucracy was not 

onlyy less intense than that from Maracaibo, but often focused on different issues. Their  spatial 

proximit yy to the new royal institutions guaranteed that, in spite of conflicts, this elite would in many 

wayss benefit through association with the Bourbon bureaucracy installed in its midst. 

Itt  was a different story for  the commercial and agricultura l elites from a province lik e 

Maracaibo.. Their  geographical distance from Caracas meant, for  example, that the decision to 

centralizee external trade in this city in principl e would have affected the commercial establishments 

installedd in the city of Maracaibo which had hitherto enjoyed autonomous control over  most of the 

import ss and exports from the province. Beyond the big commercial houses, the centralization of all 

externall  commerce in Caracas also threatened all the export-oriented economy of the province since 

thee great distances to this city in some cases would have resulted in merchandise losses caused by 

thee "dangerous and abominable roads"  and, in every case, in a considerable "elevation in both costs 

andd freights"  (ibid: 169). The sources that I have been able to consult on this matter  are not clear  on 
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whetherr  the preceding possibilities ever  came into effect, or, if they did, the extent to which they 

actuallyy impacted the commerce of the province. In any case, along with other  measures which did 

underminee the political and militar y autonomy of the province, the mere threat must have been 

enoughh for  the representatives of the Maracaibo Municipal Council in 1780 to have 

demandedd and requested from the King to be reincorporated to the viceroyalty from where 

theyy had been separated in 1777 (ibid: 168). 

Inn this occasion the aspirations of the Maracaibo authorities counted with the full backing of the 

authoritiess from the neighboring Viceroyalty of New Granada. 

Butt  perhaps nothing shows better  the resilience of the Maracaibo province vis-a-vis the 

centralizingg impetus from Caracas than the intensity and volume of the continuous international 

commercee that was conducted through its main port during the last thir d of the eighteenth and, 

especially,, in the first  years of the nineteenth century. That is, just during the very years when the 

Bourbonn reforms where implemented, among other  things, in order  to prevent any such an 

autonomouss trade from happening. As Vasques de Ferrer  demonstrates, in addition to the 

contrabandd which local traders eagerly pursued under  the impotent gaze of the colonial authorities, 

nott  only was the authorized international commerce intense but it was autonomously conducted by 

thee local traders not with Spain but with the other  friendly or  neutral colonies not currently at war 

withh the metropolis. This, of course, ran against the Bourbon policy of "fre e commerce"  which 

liftedd some of the existing prohibition s in order  to allow trade from the Americas to be conducted, 

alwayss under  royal supervision, with all the different ports and cities of Spain. The policy's 

'freedom''  did not, in any way, allude to the possibility of independently trading with any territor y 

outsidee of the Spanish empire. If anything, such a possibility was even more forbidden than in the 

past.. It simply referred to the authorization, granted by the Bourbon monarchy, of trading 

indiscriminatelyy with all the Spanish ports from any given point in the Americas. Formulated by the 

monarchyy to stimulate domestic production in the metropolis while increasing royal revenues from 

thee taxes collected on the increased trade (ibid: 168-172), by the turn of the eighteenth century in 

placess lik e Maracaibo such a policy had all but completely floundered. As the author  puts it, 

regardlesss of the monarchy's intentions 
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urgentt  fiscal necessities dictated abandoning the mercantilist principles, since, in order  to 

survive,, the crown needed to legalize the commerce with foreign colonies on account of 

fiscalfiscal convenience (ibid: 174). 

Inn general the author  presents a picture of generalized collapse of the Bourbon commercial policies 

inn the area of Maracaibo for  the last decades of the eighteenth century, and, especially for  the 

beginningg years of the following century. The numbers which she gives concerning the traffi c of 

craftss and goods through the port of Maracaibo for  these years suggest the image of a monarchy 

overwhelmedd by a changed international situation where its waning powers were insufficient to 

containn the thrust of the new actors-especially England- which now dominated the world-stage. It 

wass not only that, in addition to those from other  Spanish territorie s in the Americas, crafts from 

Holland,, the United States and other  friendly colonies in the Caribbean increasingly touched on 

Maracaiboo to trade their  products and buy local production; more and more, the products from 

Spain'ss arch-enemy England as well as from other  "European colonial enclaves"  found their  way 

intoo the local scene carried by crafts "wearing neutral flags" (ibid: 172). 

Contraryy perhaps to one's expectations, at the time of the declaration of Independence in 

18111 all this local ferment did not result in the province joinin g the separatist movement from 

Spain.. Rather, organized through the capital city's Municipal Council the dominant sectors of the 

provincee answered the separatist calls from Caracas by both declaring loyalty to the Spanish 

monarch,, at the time imprisoned by Napoleon in France, and by reasserting the politico-

administrativ ee autonomy of the province. In the "presence of the highest representatives from the 

ecclesiastical,, civil and militar y hierarchies,"  and after  several days of deliberation conducted in the 

shadoww of the revolutionary events that were underway in Caracas and other  provinces, on the 14th 

off  may of 1810 the cabildo resolved to "continu e giving support"  to the local governor  as the officer 

whoo should both remain militaril y and politicall y in charge of the province and, on account of the 

prevailingg circumstances, also take over  the entire Captaincy General of Venezuela along with the 

otherr  royal institutions located in Caracas (Vazquez de Ferrer, 1990:190). 

Thee second of the above aspirations already gives some indication of the reasons the local 

elitess might have had for  siding with the very Bourbon monarchy whose policies of the last few 
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decadess posed such a threat to local autonomy. To begin with, as the situation of intense 

commerciall  traffic in the port of Maracaibo so well illustrates, the centralizing impetus of the 

Bourbonss was running rapidly out of steam in the shores of the port of maracaibo. Regardless of 

anyy official intentions, at least concerning trade the local elites had found a way not only of living 

quitee comfortably but, also, prospering under the umbrella of the Spanish empire. Hence, the 

impulsee to trade their present prosperity and stability under Spain for an uncertain future must not 

havee been too great. 

Itt is true that some of the Bourbon policies had undermined the local political and military 

autonomyy of the province in favor of Caracas. For example, the decision according to which the 

titlee of Captain General was to be taken away from the governors of all the other Venezuelan 

provincess with the exception of that of Caracas. This meant that, from then on, only the Caracas' 

Governorr would retain the post of Captain General, a move whereby military power was decisively 

concentratedd in the central province of the newly created political unit. One should not, however, 

confusee official desires and prescriptions for realities on the ground, thinking that the politico-

administrativee unit legislated by the Bourbons actually crystallized as a well articulated reality. As 

Lombardii  and others have argued, since its creation in 1777 until its collapse with independence the 

Captaincyy General of Venezuela was a "fragile interlocking network dominated by Caracas" 

(Lombardi,, 1982:103) and thinly spread over a vast and fragmented territory were regional 

autonomiess and allegiances still ran quite strong. So fragile indeed that, with 

onlyy half a century, at most, of consolidation and reinforcement, and with many of the 

principall  institutional connections formed within less than a generation (this network) 

barelyy survived the wars of independence (ibid: 110). 

Evenn before that the series of autonomist expressions and revolts in the Maracaibo province 

culminatingg in the above-mentioned communication from 1810, addressed by the city's Municipal 

Councill  to the King, would have already expressed "the disarticulated reality of the Captaincy 

Generall  of Venezuela" (Vasquez de Ferrer, 1990:188). 

Nevertheless,, and here we arrive at what probably was the strongest reason the Maracaibo 

elitess had for following the loyalist path during independence, even if they fell far short from 
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consolidatingg the politico-institutiona l unity of the new captaincy, that does not mean that the 

Bourbonn reforms were without consequences. Among these, surely the one weighing most heavily 

onn Maracaibo' decision was "th e rapid expansion of Caracas' role in the (..) decades"  before 

independence,, largely as a result of having been chosen by the Crown as the capital of the newly 

establishedd entity. As Lombardi explains, this choice of capital was not just the result of Caracas' 

geographicall  advantages over  the other  provincial capitals. Just as importantly , the choice was also 

meantt  to meet the expectations of this province's wealthy and powerful elite as a self-conscious 

groupp which, having reached political maturity , was capable of pressing its ambitions through the 

capitall  city's Municipal Council. If in the decades before the creation of the Captaincy General this 

elitee had already gained a wider  presence in the affairs of all the neighboring provinces, with the 

consolidationn of the city of Caracas as the capital of the new politico-administrativ e unit this thrust 

threatenedd to become irresistible. No wonder, then, if the Maracaibo elites received with 

considerablee suspicion the decision from the elites from Caracas, their  long-time rivals, to declare 

themselvess in disobedience to the Spanish Regency formed in Cadiz, Spain, to rul e over  the Iberian 

Peninsulaa and its overseas dominions in the name of the imprisoned Spanish monarch. To have 

givenn up the protective umbrella of the Spanish Crown to follow Caracas's lead along a path which 

ultimatelyy ended with independence must have felt to these elites lik e surrendering to the 

hegemonicc ambitions of their  counterparts from the central province. With the monarchy still 

aroundd there was at least some minimal guarantee that those ambitions would be somewhat held in 

check,, that some balance would prevail in the relations among the competing elites from the 

differentt  provinces. Also, that one could go on doing one's own business relatively unmolested 

while,, all along, pretending to comply with official prescriptions and expectations. And, thus, in 

spitee of multipl e clashes, entreaties and exhortations from Bolivar  and his armies, Maracaibo 

remainedd loyal to the Crown until 1821, when a faction within the local elite favoring separation 

fromfrom  Spain rose to municipal power, thereby switching local allegiances to the independentist 

cause.. This was a whole nine years after  the start of the wars of independence and a mere three 

beforee the Empires' final defeat in the fields of Carabobo in 1824. 

These,, then, were some of the general features of the colonial order  ruled and reproduced 

rightt  from within the main public squares of each of the provincial capitals included within the 
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territoryy of what eventually became the Captaincy General of Venezuela. To complete this broad 

outlinee I only need to summarize some of the main points which I have made so far, while adding a 

feww important precisions the significance of which for later developments will become clearer in 

thee next chapter. 

SummarySummary considerations 

Alreadyy adumbrated in the preceding discussion, the first concerns the centrality of the 

Municipall  Council in the local political order of the colony which, in turn, was consistent with the 

overwhelminglyy urban focus of the Spanish colonial enterprise in the Americas. Along with the 

fiefdomfiefdom which did not prosper in the Indies, cut short as it was by the New Laws of 1542, according 

too Guerra the 'city' was "the other social and political form which the Conquistadors attempted to 

implantt in America" (Guerra, 1992:68). 

Forr many historians it is this urban focus which, perhaps more than anything else, 

distinguishedd the Spanish from other European forms of colonialism. By this is meant not just that 

extraordinaryy material and institutional efforts went into dotting the entire landscape of the New 

Worldd with countless urban centers, both large and small. More crucially the colonizer's urban bias 

entailedd a distinct set of ideals which, imported from the Mediterranean, made of the city the 

irreplaceablee site where both a civil social existence and the good life could be realized. Indeed, in 

thiss cosmology there was no such thing as either the good life or sociality abstracted from their 

unavoidablyy urban contexts, and anything happening outside the purview of the city was 

unproblematicallyy assigned to the wild (de Solano, 1990:12-18; Morse, 1984:70-72; Pagden, 

1982:69-70;; Rama, 1984:14-17). In spite of the almost exclusively agricultural orientation of the 

coloniall  provinces of Tierra Firme, everything from political energies to imaginary investments was 

focusedd on the city, something underscored by the fact that often the owners of both the largest, 

mostt imposing haciendas, as well as many smaller agriculturalists maintained a double residence, 

onee in the closest urban center and the other in the countryside. Of the two, the highest prestige was 

attachedd to the urban dwelling with the one located in the countryside often seen as littl e more than 

thee site where one was retained by the requirements of agricultural production. And even if 

residencee was exclusively in the countryside, what was certain is than in every case status and 
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authority ,, as well as all the important political and economic decisions ultimately originated in the 

capitall  of the province reaching every locality along a descending hierarchy of urban centers. 

I ff  the colonial order  itself gravitated around the city, then the municipal council or  cabildo 

wass in turn this city's very organizational center. As the Venezuelan historian Mari o Briceno 

Iragorr yy remarked, "th e cabildo was the center  of the organization of the city, it was the city itself' 

(Troconiss de Veracoechea, 1992:88). Before I have mentioned some of the most important 

functionss that were concentrated in the cabildo. For  all practical purposes, such a concentration 

turnedd this institution into the governing local body in charge of everything but the highest 

governmentall  functions exercised by the Crown's local representatives. Besides carrying out all 

thosee politico-administrativ e tasks required by the day-to-day running of the colony, the cabildo 

wass responsible for  the overall regulation of the prevailing pattern of social relations among 

individual ss and corporations in both the urban centers and their  surrounding hinterlands. In a social 

formationn so overwhelmingly dominated by agricultur e it suffices to recall the municipal council's 

rolee in regulating access to both urban and agricultura l lands to get an idea of the centrality of this 

institution .. If anything in the Venezuelan colonial provinces this centrality of the cabildo was even 

greaterr  than elsewhere in the Spanish Indies. For  reasons having to do with the late unification of all 

thee Venezuelan provinces into an integrated pohtico-administrative unit directly accountable to the 

Crownn in Madrid , the cabildos of Tierr a Firme retained until the very demise of the colony a degree 

off  autonomy much larger  than in the other  colonial territories . As I wil l argue in chapter  four, this 

circumstancee goes a long way to account for  the avant-garde role played by Venezuela in the 

continentall  struggles for  Independence. 

Followingg Guerra, I have also mentioned before that the lower  level political units in the 

Indiess amounted to "th e territorie s dominated by a 'ciudad principal '  or  main city, (as) capital or 

headd of a whole region with its villas and vassal towns"  (Guerra, 1992:66; Rama, 1984:18). To a 

considerablee extent, these lower-level units achieved socio-political articulation precisely through 

thee hierarchical links between the Municipal Councils in the provincial capitals and those in the 

smallerr  urban centers that were dependent on the former. But beyond this articulatin g function, as 

thee rulin g local institution the cabildo also played a major  role in the relations between the 

monarchyy and the locality as the institution charged with representing it to the King. It is this 
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representativerepresentative function that I wish to emphasize here. Within the pactism which, in thee subjects' 

imaginary,, regulated their  relationship to the Spanish monarch the cabildo was, indeed, assigned a 

cruciall  role as the local institution in charge of representing the local corporate order  embodied 

withinn a main city and its territoria l surroundings. Indeed, whenever  mention was made of the 

'people''  in documents and public declarationss the referent was always this ancien régime cluster  of 

urbann communities politically represented by the main municipal council located in the capital of a 

province. . 

Iff  I  insist on this older  meaning of the term 'pueblo' here, this is because of its continued 

relevancee for  understanding much of the sociopolitical dynamics that was unleashed with the 

revolutionaryy movement against Spain. As I will argue, the substitution with independence of the 

sovereigntyy of the people, understood as a horizontal brotherhood composed of interchangeable, 

autonomouss individuals for  Kingly allegiance did not entail the supercession of the 'pueblo' of the 

Ancienn Régime. Rather, the enabling ambiguities occasioned by the coexistence of the old 

corporatee communities and the novel republican constructs accounted for  much of what happened 

inn Venezuela and elsewhere in Latin America during and after  the conclusion of the revolutionary 

warss (Guerra, 1992:350-381; 1988:133-134). I should add that even if in the eighteenth century, 

withh the sale of municipal offices by the crown becoming a common practice, increasingly all the 

postss within the cabildo came to be monopolized by the most important families of each province, 

thiss did not diminish the institution' s representative capacity. At least in some crucial contexts the 

cabildo'ss standing as the 'pueblo's representative remained undisturbed. After  all, much of what 

wentt  for  'politics' at the time had to do, precisely, with the ability of the ruling families, either  in 

alliancee or  in competition with each other, to mobilize around themselves a vast retinue of 

followers,, servants, and clients drawn from the most disparate guilds, castes and corporate bodies. 

Anotherr  precision, closely related to the previous one, has to do with the fragmented 

characterr  of political and administrative authority in the colony. If not officially , then for  many 

practicall  purposes even after  they were brought under  a single politico-administrativ e unit with the 

creation,, in 1777, of the Captaincy General of Venezuela in many respects the separate provinces of 

Tierr aa Firme persisted as largely autonomous polities each possessing complex, highly 

differentiatedd social and economic systems. This point was exemplified above with the unique 
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trajectoryy followed by the province of Maracaibo both before and after  the declaration of 

Independencee by the elites from Caracas. Along with the tradition s of autonomy of the different 

coloniall  provinces, this fragmented socio-economic reality of the colony forms a necessary 

backgroundd to the consideration, in subsequent chapters, of the dynamics and significance of both 

thee independence movement and of the federalism and the federal wars which presided over  most 

off  the Venezuelan nineteenth century after  independence from Spain. Indeed, the late nineteenth 

centuryy fetishization of the Venezuelan state wil l emerge, towards the end of this chapter, precisely 

ass a response to the intractable problems of governability provoked by this endemic warfare. 

Inn order  to grasp the sociopolitical dynamics unleashed by the revolutionary movement 

againstt  Spain one should, however, do more than just retrieving the older, pre-revolutionary 

constructss presumably underlying the novel republican ideals explicitly espoused by the 

revolutionaries.. Such an insistence on deep historical continuities glosses over  another  dimension 

that,, although also inherited from the colony, would nevertheless acquire an unprecedented 

historicall  significance in the context of the sociopolitical transformations brought about by 

Independence.. Namely, the excess 'panto' population extensively alluded to in the preceding 

discussionn which, even if lacking a clear  place in the juridica l ordering of the colony, with the 

latter' ss demise acquired a disruptive capacity which it did not have when the institutions of the 

monarchyy were still in place. Not just a deceptive gloss for  the 'pueblo' of the Ancien Régime the 

republicann 'people' also, and crucially, alluded to this disenfranchised 'pardo' population. Under  the 

changedd circumstances of the republic, the mass of pardos were capable of assigning meanings to 

thee republican values of 'liberty ' and 'equality'  that were well in excess to those envisaged by the 

republicann leadership. As I wil l argue, much of the significance and directionalit y of the novel 

revolutionaryy realities was constituted, precisely, at the fraught junctur e between the older  and the 

newerr  identities, collectivities and constructs that often uneasily coexisted under  the same broad 

designations. . 

II  also need to highlight here the crucial role of the Church in colonial Venezuela, even if so 

farr  I have only made passing references to this institution . Along with the municipal council, the 

Churchh was the other  institution that was most responsible for  the perpetuation of the colonial order 

locally.. If, as mentioned above, the cabildo regulated the relations among the different castes and 
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corporations,, negatively enforcing the prevailing boundaries and distinctions whenever  this was 

deemedd necessary, the Church provided much of the institutional framework where these separate 

orderss could positively realize their  identities and its members achieve at least a modicum of status 

andd social recognition. This may be clearly seen in the case of the different ^£^135' or 

confraternitiess grouped around a patron saint and constituted for  the purpose of fulfillin g one or 

anotherr  goal, such as providing poor  relief or  life insurance for  its members. Sanctioned and 

overseenn by the Church, inclusion in these confraternities was regulated by astringent criteri a where 

racee and occupation figured prominently. Regarding race, restricting access to those belonging to 

thee same color  category resulted in confraternities that were either  homogeneously white, pardo, 

indiann or  black (Lombard!, 1982:48-49; Luque Alcaide, 1992:302-308; Pollak-Eltz, 1994:32-33; 

Troconiss de Veracoechea, 1992:111-114; Williamson, 1992:138-139). As so often happens in 

asymmetricall  situations, virtue was rapidly made out of necessity: even if racial categorization was 

intrinsi cc to colonial hegemony the populations to which it was appliedd rapidly adopted it as their 

ownn so as to gain a stake in the colonial order. Thus, not just whites but also the members from the 

otherr  subaltern castes eagerly adopted race as a criteri a in order  to restrict access to their  own 

confraternitiess to everyone but their  own, thereby making sure that whatever  merits, resources or 

awardss were available they would stay within the group. Through confraternities and other  means 

suchh as the organization of charity or  the provisioning or  education, which it largely controlled, 

muchh as elsewhere in Latin America the Church was surely the colony's single most important state 

ideologicall  apparatus, and, as such, a preeminent site where colonial necessity could be changed 

intoo colonial virtue, enabling subjects to develop a stake into the very system which oppressed 

them. . 

Butt  the presence of the colonial Church was not restricted to its ideological role in the 

perpetuationn of the dominant pattern of social relationships; it also reached far  and wide into the 

respectivee economies of the colonial provinces where the institution intervened in a wide range of 

areass from the production and distributio n of goods to acting as the main local financial institution 

inn a situation characterized by a chronic scarcity of currency (Barnadas, 1984:532; Troconis de 

Veracoechea,, 1992:111-120; Harwitch Vallenilla, 1992:643-644). While the Church directly owned 

somee of the most productive export-oriented haciendas, I am interested here in the institution' s 
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financiall  role for  the light it throws on an aspect that is crucial to my argument. Namely the urgency 

which,, right from the start, the republicann leadership attached to the transformation of the physical 

landscapee of the cities, and, specially, to that of Caracas as it crystallized in and around Plaza 

Bolivar .. This urgency is further  clarified when one considers that this urban landscape was largely 

articulatedd through the overwhelming material presence of the Church in the central areas of all the 

majorr  cities. Encoded in the diacritics of these cities1 main sites and landmarks, this material 

presencee from the start confronted the revolutionaries with a spatial text conveying a hierarchy of 

meaningss and social relationships that were precisely those which the official liberal ideology 

opposed.. It is therefore littl e surprise if in what amounted to a dialectical frenzy, almost every single 

neww building or  public space which the Guzman administration set up in its program of public 

workss for  the city of Caracas emerged against the rubble of the demolition of one or  another 

Church-ownedd building or  installation. 

It ,, of course, goes without saying that the prominent urban presence of the Church must, in 

thee first place, be attributed to this institution' s crucial role in a colonial enterprise for  which the 

conversionn of the natives figured as the preeminent source of legitimation. This explains, for 

example,example, that right at the time when Caracas was founded, 

twoo of the four  square blocks facing the Plaza Mayor, corresponding to the space where the 

cathedral,, the ecclesiastical prison, the ecclesiastical cemetery and the bishophrics' palace 

weree to be erected were originall y assigned to the Church. At the beginning, next to the 

palacee functioned the seminary of Santa Rosa de lima, which was the nucleous out of 

whichh the University would later  develop (Troconis de Veracoechea, 1992a:100-101). 

Inn other  words, half the total space or  two out of the four  sides making up the central public square-

-- where all of the main local powers would stand-were, from the start, reserved for  the Church! 

Whichh means that the other  colonial powers including the Governorship, the Audiencia, the goal 

andd the cabildo, not to mention the residences of the one or  two main local families, would all have 

too do with the remaining two sides. 

YetYet the institution' s ideological role does not entirely account for  the overwhelming urban 

presencee eventually attained by the Church not just around the main public squares but all across 
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thee entire central areas of the different provincial capitals as well as throughout colonial Venezuela. 

Referencee must also be made to the considerable wealth which the Venezuelan Church 

accumulatedd over  time, making it into the single most powerful economic institution of the colony. 

Thiss wealth came mostly from the taxes that it collected among different segments of the 

population,, as well as from the "money, land, slaves or  properties"  (T. de Veracoechea, 1992a:l 11) 

whichh powerful individuals donated to the Church during their  lives or  just when about to die in 

returnn for  indulgences. Also, 

too be admitted into a convent the novices first had to surrender  their  dowries to it. Before 

death,, some would also donate to the convent the slaves that they had used as servants 

duringg their  stay within its precinct (T. de Veracoechea, 1992a:l 11). 

Ass a result of all these various contributions the Church was the only colonial institution constantly 

havingg at its disposal relatively large amounts of liquid capital in a situation where, as mentioned 

before,, due to the agricultural character  of most local production currency was chronically scarce 

(ibid::  116-117). This availability of capital enabled the Church to perform as a financial institution 

lendingg money to different sectors, especially to the owners of haciendas, at relatively low interests 

ratess (Harwich Vallenilla, 1992:643-44). As one would expect, over  time these lending practices 

ledd to further  accumulations of wealth, hence, to the growth of the institution' s material patrimony. 

Thee information about the colonial church's wealth and power  is crucial to the consideration of 

somee quite significant post-colonial developments. Often revolving around the redefinition of the 

spatiall  texture of the post-colonial cities, among these the nineteenth century conflicts between the 

Churchh and the liberal State figure prominently in the literature. 

Onee final precision concerns the signifying economy whereby all the main dimensions of 

thee colonial order—from castes and corporations to forms of property and political authority-were 

articulatedd by means of the signifiers of royalty, and, especially, through the body of the King as 

representedd by his portraits. I mentioned before how the colonial order  was presided by an 

incarnationall  logic whose higher  stakes were played out along the axis of the visible. In the absence 

off  the king's actual physical presence in the colony, made impossible by the long distances from the 

farawayy Court in Madrid , it was his kingly portrait s that occupied the nodal points within this 
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signifyingg economy. These portrait s were the sites around which, on especially marked occasions, 

thee tendency immanent in manifold official and unofficial transactions to fantasmatically conjure 

thee presence of the monarch was actualized and celebrated. Keeping in mind this signifying 

economyy wil l prove crucial when, in subsequent chapters, I come to the consideration of some 

momentouss nineteenth century processes formed at the intersection between colonial and 

postcoloniall  semiotics. 

Afterr  the preceding considerations and precisions we finall y reach the end of this chapter 

withh all the colonial powers firmly  implanted around the main public squares of the provincial 

capitalss of the Captaincy general of Venezuela, from where they ruled the social and economic lif e 

off  the provinces. Until the very end of the colony these central squares retained their  status as the 

sitess where the busy sociality from the provinces converged daily and was, on special occasions, 

showilyy put on display by means of rituals, processions, and various forms of entertainments. The 

samee may be said of their  status as the sites where local colonial authority was both displayed and 

symbolized,, as much in the official celebrations that for  various purposes were staged in the main 

centrall  squares as in the public executions enacted there and where the power  of the king was 

forcefullyy imprinted on the body of the condemned. Both civic agora and marketplace, as I 

mentionedd before the main public square was the local power-house of the colony. 

Thee above was true even if during the colony's closing decades alternative forms of sociality 

aimedd at the formation of an enlightened public sphere were actively disseminated throughout the 

Americann colonies from the Bourbon court in Madrid . Compared to other  places in the Americas, 

however, , 

theree are enough indications that the province of Venezuela was initiated late into the 

"enlightenedd modernity"  characteristic of the reigns of Charles HI  and Charles IV (Leal 

Curiel ,, 1998:174). 

Thiss is not to say that especially the inhabitants of Caracas were not quick to adopt the new uses 

andd customs that the "enlightened despotism"  of the Bourbons "introduced even in places as 

unimportantt  as the province of Venezuela"  (ibid). As the testimony from contemporary travelers 

makess abundantly clear  the Caracas' elites reveled in the kind of "balls, dinners, and strolls"  as well 
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ass in the "social gatherings and musical soirees"  which, at the time, were so much the hallmarks of 

enlightenedd sociality all throughout the Spanish empire. Yet, it was in the private domain-"the 

dancingg areas and the intimate drawing rooms of the private dwellings"~where this novel sociality 

mostlyy flourished (ibid: 172). All of them "tending towards neoclassicism,"  the modifications in the 

stylee and decor  of domestic spaces are not among the least significant indications of the redefinition 

off  privacy taking place at the time (ibid: 175). The abandonment in "the last quarter  of the 

eighteenthh century"  of the older  custom of "covering the walls"  of the private residences with 

"religiou ss paintings and the portrait s of the monarchs"  and its substitution by "geographical charts" 

meantt  to express the enlightened sensibilities of the dwellers is one striking instance of such 

changess (ibid: 174). 

Thiss novel sociality nevertheless had a very limited impact on the redefinition of collective 

spacess and activities (ibid: 172). For  example the attempt in the final years of the eighteenth century 

too establish two Academies—of Public Law and of Mathematics—did not bear  lasting fruits. And 

evenn if in the wake of Independence, in 1811, there was an "explosion of salons,"  before that time 

thee sources are quite sparing concerning this sort of manifestation (ibid: 180). By and large, most 

collectivee expressions from official religious and political celebrations to commemoration ritual s 

andd forms of public entertainment continued being overwhelmingly dominated by the kind of, 

exuberantlyy baroque sociality that the novel enlightened sensibilities and mores were pitted against. 

Inn general, it may be said that 

formss of, first, enlightened, and, then, revolutionary sociality emerged in a very traditional 

context,, not without adopting or  retaining, often in spite of themselves, many of the latter's 

sociall  and cultural trait s (ibid: 168 — my translation). 

Perhapss nowhere was the hegemony of this ancien régime sociality more visible than in the 

formss of collective entertainment that invariably had as their  setting the main public squares of all 

thee urban centers across colonial Venezuela, both large and small. Such forms on the one hand 

includedd theatrical representations, "one of the most active means of communication of the ancien 

régime"régime" (de Solano, 1990:319), and, on the other, all the other  varieties of collective entertainment 

which,, usually unfolding in the context of larger  celebrations for  example staged in order  to 
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almostt  invariably consisted of bullfighting , illuminations, firework s and fir e parades, 

dancingg and tournaments, jousts with reed spears and dances (ibid:327 - my translation). 

Noo matter  how pervasive the influence of the Enlightenment may have been in some areas, one or 

twoo observations suggest the extent to which until the very end of the colonial period the collective 

socialityy of the public square was overwhelmingly inflected by the sensibilities, values and 

expressivee forms characteristic of the ancien régime. First, regarding theatre, on the basis of a 

detailedd survey based on several colonial cities not including Caracas, Solano concludes that the 

theatricall  representations staged in the public squares of Venezuela in the second half of the 

eighteenthh century were overwhelmingly drawn from a seventeenth century baroque repertoire. In 

otherr  words, the local producers almost entirely bypassed the theater  of their  own time that was 

producedd in Spain, and that not only was quite extensive but was itself informed by enlightened 

valuess and sensibilities, in favor  of the theater  of the Spanish Golden Age (ibid:319-323). 

Suchh a marked predilection has much to say about the predispositions, values and 

sensibilitiess of the colonial Venezuelan audience. As the preeminent contemporary means of 

communication,, theater  played a crucial role vis-a-vis this audience. Largely illiterate , primaril y it 

wass in the open air  theater  of the public square that it was most intensely exposed to hegemonic 

valuess and aspirations while enjoying itself with a spectacle that offered confirmation for  the 

audience'ss shared tastes and world-view. And, as de Solano insists, the world-view that was 

transmittedd by the theater  of the Golden Age was one in which the world 

wass a great theater  within which the individuals moves without any possibility of escape, 

prisonerr  of his circumstances. A world inhibited by fear  and by the need for  revenge, that 

wass sustained by the respect for  honor  and the human person. With ideas and norms based 

onn four  dimensions: an unquestionable faith (in the king, in monarchy, in friendship, in 

religion),, honor  (regarding one's self-esteem, the fatherland, one's condition), and on love 

andd vengeance so as to oppose any abnormality affecting the preceding values. Faith and 

lovee did not merely consist on a relation from soul to soul, but bound together  the 
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hierarchicallyy arranged members of the social body (de Solano, 1990:322). 

Thatt  is to say, the theater  mirrored and itself ideologically articulated the corporate order  alluded to 

throughoutt  this and the previous chapter  within which the colonial Venezuelan subjects largely 

livedd and which informed the imaginary pact which, in their  increasingly beleaguered views, bound 

themm to their  sovereign. This is not to say that the reforms introduced by the Bourbon monarchy in 

thee later  part of the eighteenth century had no local consequence or  that the values of the 

enlightenmentt  had no significant hold on segments of the local population. Refracted by local 

realitiess which often blunted their  edge, as mentioned before the reforms implemented by the agents 

off  the Bourbons did have significant effects in Venezuela even if these were not always those 

envisagedd by the colonial authorities. As for  the local diffusion of enlightened values, tastes and 

sensibilitiess no less an illustriou s nineteenth century traveler  than Baron von Humboldt offered the 

followingg appreciation: 

ass anywhere else were a great change in ideas is in the making, there are in Caracas two 

categoriess of men... One of them, which in the end is not very numerous, retains a lively 

adhesionn to the old uses, to the simplicity of customs, the moderation of desires [...] The 

other,, caring even less for  the present than for  the future, possesses an inclination, often 

irreflexive,, for  new habits and ideas [...] I  noticed in several Venezuelan families a taste for 

instruction,, knowledge concerning the masterpieces from French and Italian literatur e and a 

decidedd predilection for  music (Humboldt in Leal Curiel, 1998:174). 

Yett  the texture of public life far  from reflected the above enlightened values, no matter  how 

pervasivee such "taste,"  "knowledge"  and "predilection"  may have been within the local elite, or, 

indeed,, how intensely some of its members may have dreamed with a neoclassical public space 

which,, in its very symmetry and geometry, embodied the universalism trumpeted by the Court in 

Madrid .. Public life continued overwhelmingly dominated by the tumultuous, ancien régime 

socialityy of the public square and its profuse comminglings and transactions among the different 

orderss of society. 

Thee various forms of entertainment that took place in the main public squares in the context 
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off  the larger  celebrations and festivities illustrat e well the character  of this sociality. Nothing farther 

removedd from this colonial sociality than, for  example, the disciplined, 'civilized' sociality of late 

eighteenthh century theaters with its careful demarcation between stage and audience and its tacit 

ruless of decor  forbiddin g any improper  mixtures and behaviors. Not only all members from all the 

differentt  castes and corporate bodies made themselves present in the entertainments of the public 

square,, either  as onlookers or  participants; often 

thesee collective acts were defrayed by private groups or  individuals, which paid for  bulls, 

gunpowderr  and banquet (de Solano, 1990:327). 

Fromm the extent to which every sector  of society, including its richer  and more aristocratic 

members,, took part in these entertainments one can infer  their  trul y collective nature and the extent 

too which they were a source of social validation and prestige. Very different affairs than nowadays 

inn colonial bullfighting , for  example, the local gentlemen participated lance in arm on horseback, 

memberss from the lower  orders brandishing their  banderillas on foot and everybody else from 

behindd the bull-rin g set up in the public square, loudly expressing their  enthusiasms, loyalties and 

disapprovalss (ibid:329). In general it might be said that just as much as other  collective 

manifestationss colonial forms of entertainments expressed and visually enacted the corporate order 

off  the colony, becoming occasions for  individual s and groups to engage with each other  while 

mutuallyy displaying and demonstrating their  relative identities and social standings. Also these 

collectivee occasion visually communicated the shared values and attitudes of faith, honor, and 

mutuall  love and respect that characterized such an order  and were both visually and discursively 

articulatedd in the theatrical representations staged on public squares all across colonial Venezuela. 

Al ll  this evidence concerning the collective forms of entertainment enacted in the public 

squaree supports the notion, argued throughout this and the previous chapter, that the corporate order 

off  the colony reached the moment of independence quite intact and robust. In spite of some visible 

strains,, neither  of the supposed "causes"  usually invoked by historians in order  to place 

Independencee within an evolutionary line reaching back to the colonial past resists careful 

examination.. As I have argued, the often invoked conflict between Creole landlords and Spanish 

merchantt  was, given the intense intermarryin g and solidarity of interests among the two groups, 
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eitherr  inexi stent or  relatively unimportant ; also, the supposed exclusion of the Creoles from political 

officess and other  benefits was not nearly as significant as has been claimed. In general, the 

opportunitiess for  commerce and other  occupations opened up by the Bourbon reforms greatly 

benefitedd the local elites, both Spanish and Creole, and, although certainly a disturbing factor, the 

pardoo population did not exhibit in the closing decades of the colonial period any increased capacity 

too upset the established order  of things. In view of all this, one can only agree with Solano that 

aa very abrupt change must have taken place in the mental attitude of the population, the 

trajector yy of which has not been sufficiently analyzed so as to allow one to define the 

phenomenonn of independence at the level of popular  culture (ibid:320). 

Itt  is with this question in mind of what could have possibly ignited the revolutionary process 

turnin gg it into a cause with popular  appeal that I now move to the next chapter  taking leave of the 

relativee peace and prosperity of the colony so as to enter  the turbulent waters of the revolution. 

Answeringg this question wil l demand reintroducing a dimension, the political, that is generally 

eitherr  overlooked or  underplayed by historians and which, at least in some of its defining moments, 

oftenn played itself out right on and around Caracas' main public square. 


